Company Outings & special group offers
Pre-Lunch Drink & Boat Cruise (1.4.-31.10.)
-

Veal sausage on the Salzach-Island-Bar (a pint of white beer, a couple of veal sausages & one
pretzel per Person)
Boat cruise (Tour I) with the panoramic boat “Amadeus Salzburg”

Price per person: EUR 23,00
Beer barrel tapping is available as an option!

Round Table of the Prince Archbishop
A cheerful, culinary journey to the Medieval Age – “Round Table of the Prince Bishop” in the Panorama
Restaurant on Salzburg fortress
Price per person: from EUR 42,00 (excl. drinks)
Beer barrel tapping is available as an option!

Guided tour of the fortress & Round Table of the Prince Bishop
-

Ascent to the fortress and guided tour of Salzburg fortress
A cheerful, culinary journey to the Medieval Age – “Round Table of the Prince Arch Bishop”
in the Panorama Restaurant on Salzburg fortress

Price per Person: ab EUR 57,00 (excl. drinks)
Beer barrel tapping is available as an option!
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Nostalgic, beery & culinary journey to the medieval,
Round Table of the Prince Bishop (01.04. - 31.10.)
-

Journey with the historic London Double-decker bus to the magical Hellbrunn Palace, followed
by a guided tour of the trick water fountains
Visit to Stiegl Brewery
Return trip to the town with the historic London Double-decker bus
Brief guided tour of the tour (approx. 1 hour)
Journey to the medieval “Round Table of the Prince Archbishop” in the Panorama Restaurant on
Salzburg fortressAuffahrt mit der Festungsbahn auf die Festung Hohensalzburg

Price per Person: ab EUR 85,00 (excl. drinks)
Beer barrel tapping is available as an option!

Boat Cruise & Knight Meal in the Castle Hall (01.04. - 31.10.)
-

Boat cruise (Tour I) with the panoramic boat „Amadeus Salzburg“
incl. Fortress funicular
Themed event “Knight Meal in the Castle Hall” on Salzburg fortress

Price per Person: EUR 57,00 (excl. drinks)

Boat cruise Tour I & medieval-themed evening (01.04. - 31.10.)
-

Boat trip (Tour 1) with the panoramic boat “Amadeus Salzburg”
incl. Fortress funicular
“Round Table of the Prince Arch Bishop” on Salzburg fortress

Price per Person: ab EUR 57,00 (excl. Getränke)
Beer barrel tapping is available as an option!
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Boat cruise Tour III, medieval-themed evening & Island Feeling
(01.04. - 31.10.)
-

Trip with the panoramic jet boat “Amadeus Salzburg” to the magical Hellbrunn Palace (Tour 3)
Visit to the world-famous trick water fountains
Return trip with the historic London Double-decker Bus (BJ1964) to the Old Town
Themed event “Knight Meal in the Castle Hall” or “Round Table of the Prince Arch Bishop” on
Salzburg fortress
“Island Feeling” Cocktail-finale on the Amadeus Salzach-Island-Bar, Salzburg’s only riverside bar

Price per Person: from EUR 73,00
(excl. drinks at one of the two Round Tables, incl. fortress railway and 1 cocktail per person)

Hellbrunn Exclusive Tour III (01.04. - 31.10.)
Unique to Salzburg, this tour combines exclusive highlights in the city of Mozart. Take a riverboat cruise
to Hellbrunn from the Old Town and experience the landscape from a unique and fascinating point of
view. Upon arrival at the jetty in Hellbrunn, our London double-decker bus will already be there waiting
for you, to take you on the 5-minute drive to the Hellbrunn Palace.
Included in the ticket price is express entry to the world-famous trick water fountains. After the tour,
you’ll still have time for an exclusive look around the chambers of the palace with an audio guide. At
the end of your visit, you meet with “your personal chauffeur” to take you directly back to the starting
point of your journey, the jetty in the old city.
Included in the price:
* Boat cruise
* Transfer to Hellbrunn Palace
* Express entry to the trick water fountains
* Sightseeing Trip to Hellbrunn Palace
* Return Journey with the London Double-decker bus

Price per Person: € 28,-DEPARTURE: Landing station Altstadt (Makartsteg)
DURATION: approx. 2,5 h
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